The first private University in Poland

SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities is the first private university in Poland.

The University has been ranked by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education as the leading higher education institution offering Social Sciences programs in Poland.
SWPS University

Campuses

**Warsaw**
Warszawa

Study programmes offered in either Polish or English language. International student's office, dual-diploma programmes

**Wrocław**
Wrocław

Dual-diploma programmes with Germany (Macromedia University) and The Netherlands (Tilburg University)

**Poznań**
Poznań

Residency of School of Form
Psychology
Bachelor's and Master's degree
Psychology

This direction allows you to switch off an "autopilot" mode and start living a life filled with a keen interest to every single aspect of it in order to use your full potential.

Available forms:

• 3-years bachelor’s studies,
• 4-year psychology with the intensive courses of language and Psychology basics,
• Applied Social Psychology – master’s degree,
• Clinical Psychology – master’s degree.
According to the most relevant rating of the higher educational establishments SWPS University holds the first place in the nomination “Psychology 2018” among private universities in Poland and the second one – in the general rating throughout the country.

This is one of three Polish higher educational institutions that were taking into the Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2018.
In order to get an “Acceptance letter” – a document required for visa, foreign students are required to pay at least for one semester of studies in advance.

* - payments can be done only in EUR. Transfers in other currencies will be converted to EUR with about 15% commission.
English Studies

Additional languages:
Chinese, German, Spanish, Japanese

The aim of the program is to help our students to develop their imagination, interest to new things and creative thinking. Those are the skills and knowledge that we concentrate on in order to cultivate them in our students.

Available specializations (MA):

- Information and Communication Technology in ELT.
- Communication in business.
In order to get an "Acceptance letter" – a document required for visa, foreign students are required to pay at least for one semester of studies in advance.

* - payments can be done only in EUR. Transfers in other currencies will be converted to EUR with about 15% commission.
Sociology
Master’s degree
Sociology

Our unique sociology program is based on pairing students with academic supervisors (tutors).

It focuses on social responsibility in the global digital era and is delivered primarily via lectures (including lectures by guest scholars from universities around the world), seminars, workshops and skill-labs.

3 950 EUR / year  Master's degree: 2 years of studies

Available specializations (MA):
- State, society and public policy.
- Labor market. Structures and people.
- Focus on Central and Eastern Europe (CEE).
- Challenges to social theory.
- Implications of social inequalities for communities and personal lives.
International Business Management
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree
International Business Management

Creative thinking and an assertive approach to the existing standards and.

We teach our students to look for the underlying case of a current problem, verify and create new hypothesis, gather and manage data, come to conclusions and formulate daring offers.

Advantages:

- Focus on practical skills
- Custom-designed programmes of studies.
- Multicultural environment
International Business Management

3 900* EUR / year  
Bachelor’s degree: 3 years of studies

3 950* EUR / year  
Master’s degree 2 years of studies

In order to get an “Acceptance letter” – a document required for visa, foreign students are required to pay at least for one semester of studies in advance.

* - payments can be done only in EUR. Transfers in other currencies will be converted to EUR with about 15% commission.
School of Form

Bachelor's degree
School of Form is an adventure. Not only for students but for teachers as well.

We treat students as our partners. Simultaneously, we require passion and hard work since entrance exam.

Dates of the exam:
- 18.04
- 08.05
- 22.05
- 29.05
- 29.05
- 18.06.

Available specializations:
- Industrial design

5 800 EUR / year

Bachelor’s degree:
- 3 years of studies
In 2020 School of Form moves to the capital!

The 20th anniversary recruitment is going to take place in the capital of Poland – Warsaw. The students who will be enrolled in 2019 are supposed to study only a year in Poznań.
Preparatory courses

SWPS University offers to participate in the following preparatory courses:

• Summer course of the English language (1 or 2 months)
• Full-year course of the English language
• Summer course of the Polish language (1 or 2 months)
• Full-year course of the Polish language
• Preparatory School of Form
Admission Campaign

SWPS

37 fields of education for scientific degrees "bachelor", "master" and "doctor". Students from more than 50 countries.

15.04.2019 – 27.09.2019

www.elt.com.tr
Join us!

SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities

Contact
ELT Yurtdışı Eğitim
www.elt.com.tr